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ABSTRACT –  

Text Summarization is defined as a vital task in Natural Language Processing that extracts a brief summary from a huge dataset. With a wide range of data available 

across the internet, it is very difficult to read the complete dataset and understand the context. Hence, inorder to quickly gather the crisp information from a huge 

dataset, text summarization tools came into existence. Text Summarization tools could simply collect the important information from a large data without affecting 

the actual context and vital information in it. Summarization techniques can broadly be categorized as Extractive and Abstractive. This paper uses the NLP 

techniques to semantically analyze the dataset and understand the grammatical structure of the dataset using pre-trained SpaCy NLP pipeline. 

Key Words:  text summarization, natural language processing, spacy, sentence score, extractive summarization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Text Summarization is the process of extracting a brief summary from a lengthy text document without affecting the actual meaning of the dataset. It has 

become very much important for us due to our busy daily routine. Everyone prefers to understand an article or a news in a succinct way rather than 

reading a lengthy document and understanding the context by ourselves which is tedious and time consuming. The objective is to only remove the text 

data that doesn’t change the meaning of the content. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -1.1: Text Summarization overview 

1.1 Types of Text Summarization 

There are no fixed methods to categorize the summarization process but based on the usage or purpose of summarization, we classify them into following 

types as below:  

• Short tail, long tail, Single/Multiple entity, General purpose, Domain specific, Informative, Headline generation, Keyword extraction based 

summarization methods. 

However, the final text summarization process is broadly classified as two types namely: 

• Extractive Summarization, which gathers the important phrases from the actual dataset and collates it together to generate a short simple 

summary. 

• Abstractive Summarization involves more of NLP tasks by adding new terms and words that doesn’t affect the actual context 

Basic text summarization steps involve: 
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Fig -1.2: Text Summarization Steps 

1.2 Strategies to identify key sentences for Text Summarization 

To gather important sentences for the concise summary, a list of features as below, can be considered: 

• Term Definition, Location, Title/Headline Word, Cue Method, Sentence Length, Similarity, Proximity, Proper noun. 

1.3 Applications of Text Summarization 

Kharade [5] et al., discussed about few applications of Text Summarization tools that include: 

✓ Newsletters 

✓ Scientific Research 

✓ Social Media Marketing 

✓ Content Writing 

✓ Financial Research 

✓ Video Scripting, etc., 

1.4 Need for Text Summarization 

Text Summarization can be beneficial in many ways like: 

✓  Optimize reading time 

✓  Simplify report investigation process 

✓  Improved business content archival process 

✓  Improved question-answer based system 

2. Problem Definition 

With an exponential increase in dataset across the internet world, it is tedious to read through and understand the exact context of a large document base 

in quick span of time. Hence, a text summarization tool has been proposed to optimize the reading time of common people. 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RELATED WORK 

N. Moratanch[1] et al., Automatic text summarization is the process of producing a short and meaningful summary while preserving key information 

content of the original document. Pratibha Devi Hosur[2] et al., suggested a system by  implementing  unsupervised learning  during  automatic  text  

summarization in which the overall depiction used NLP tasks which included input text document, text pre-processing,  lesk  algorithm  and finally,  

generating  the concise summary. 

G. Vijay Kumar[3] et al., discussed about the regular patterns about both abstractive and extractive techniques that are used for summarization of text. 

Gogulamudi[4] et al., discussed about the text rank-based approach for text summarization which is a diagram-based  positioning  model  for long text 

processing that is used to  find  the  most  relatable  sentences in dataset  and  also  to  find keywords. Text  rank algorithm is similar to page  rank  

algorithm which uses sentences instead of web pages. Munot[6] et al., discussed about the comparative study of various approaches used for text 

summarization. Below table [Table 3.1][7][8][9] shows  a study on few of the above discussed approaches. 
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Table -3.1: Comparative Study of Text Summarization Techniques 

 

Techniques Description Content Selection 
Summary 

Generation 
Merits Demerits 

Tree Based Based on dependency tree 
theme intersection 

algorithm 

surge language 

generator 
Simple to implement 

Does not guarantee a 

logical summary 

Template 

Based 

User can create a template 

of what should be in the 

summary 

linguistic patterns or 

extraction rules 

ie based md 

summarization 

algorithm 

Depends on end user’s 

requirement for 

summary generation 

Template creation is 

tedious 

Ontology 

Based 

Technique is used for 

creating ontology 
classifier news agent 

Utilizes data pre-

processing, semantic 

info, extraction & 

ontology generation 

only domain experts 

can construct 

ontology which is 

tedious 

Semantic 

graph based 

Creates a rich sematic 

graph (RSG) on the source 

text, condensing it, and 

then creates a final concise 

summary 

Syntactical and 

morphological tags 

Condensed RSG 

using domain 

ontology techniques 

It generates crisp, 

logical, grammatically 

correct, and less 

repetitive summary 

Suitable for single 

document 

summarization only 

Lead and 

Body Phrase 

based 

Depending on stages(insert 

and replace) important 

sentences to overwrite the 

leading sentence 

maximum phrases of 

same head in lead 

and body sentences 

insertion and 

substitution 

operations on 

phrases 

Used for sematic based 

summary 

Possibility of having 

grammatical errors 

 

Inorder to summarize huge datasets, we have studied and analyzed many approaches as discussed in Table 3.1. Of all the methods studied, Text Rank 

algorithm[10][11] best fits the scenario in terms of implementation, time consumption to summarize text, logical order of sentences, grammatical correctness 

of sentences, etc., 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Techniques Used 

This paper focusses on the usage of SpaCy language model and python programming with a Text rank algorithm to implement the text summarization 

tool. SpaCy, a pre-trained NLP pipeline is used here inorder to understand the grammatical structure of the dataset. While NLTK library model provides 

access to many algorithms to get summarization process done, SpaCy provides the best way to do it. It provides the fastest, logical and most accurate 

syntactic analysis of any NLP library released to date. It also offers access to larger word vectors that are easier to customize. 

4.2 Sample Coding and Output Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -4.1: Text Summarization Function 
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Fig -4.2: Summarized Output 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Hence text summarization process has been implemented with help of Text Rank algorithm and a pretrained SpaCy pipeline library model. The 

summarized text is observed to be more logical and grammatically correct that has much helped the readers to optimize their reading time and aptly 

understand the context of the dataset. As an enhancement to the existing system, dataset and algorithms can be further explored to retain the case sensitivity 

of the dataset, to revisit the logical order of the summarized text and to normalize long sentences in the dataset. 
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